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Preface of the Volume Editor
The fourth volume of the Series “Advances in Systems, Signals and Devices” (ASSD),
contains international scientific articles devoted to the field of communication, signal
processing and information technology. The scope of the volume encompasses all
aspects of research, development and applications of the science and technology in
these fields. The topics include information technology, communications systems,
digital signal processing, image processing, video processing, image and video
compression, modulation and signal design, content-based video retrieval, wireless
and optical communication, technologies for wireless communication systems, biom-
etry and medical imaging, adaptive and smart antennas, data fusion and pattern
recognition, coding compression, communication for e-mobility, microwave active
and passive components and circuits, cognitive and software defined radio, vision
systems and algorithms.

These fields are addressed by a separate volume of the series. All volumes are
edited by a special editorial board made up by renowned scientist from all over the
world.

Authors are encouraged to submit novel contributions which include results
of research or experimental work discussing new developments in the field of
communication, signal processing and information technology. The series can be also
addressed for editing special issues for novel developments in specific fields. Guest
editors are encouraged to make proposals to the editor in chief of the corresponding
main field.

The aim of this international series is to promote the international scientific
progress in the fields of systems, signals and devices. It provides at the same time
an opportunity to be informed about interesting results that were reported during the
international SSD conferences.

It is a big pleasure of ours to work together with the international editorial board
consisting of renowned scientists in the field of communication, signal processing and
information technology.

The Editors
Faouzi Derbel, Nabil Derbel and Olfa Kanoun
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M. Rößler, J. Langer and U. Heinkel
Finding an Optimal Set of Breakpoint
Locations in a Control Flow Graph

Abstract: With the advance of high-level synthesis methodologies it has become
possible to transform software tasks, typically running on a processor, to hardware
tasks running on a FPGA device. Furthermore, dynamic reconfiguration techniques
allow dynamic scheduling of hardware tasks on an FPGA area at runtime. Combining
these techniques allows dynamic scheduling across the hardware-software boundary.
However, to interrupt and resume a task, its context has to be identified and stored.
We propose a method to find an optimal set of breakpoints in the control flow of
a hardware task, such that the introduced resource overhead for context access
is minimized and a maximum latency between interrupt request and the end of
the context storing is guaranteed. This set of breakpoints allows the context to be
restricted to the essential subset of data. Our method opens the door to flexible task
scheduling not only on one reconfigurable device but also between different devices
and even software instances of the same task.

Keywords: High level synthesis, Hardware software codesign, Preemption, Heteroge-
neous systems.

1 Introduction
This paper contributes to the vision of a system consisting of many different comput-
ing devices, including various types of processing units (generic multicore proces-
sors, digital signal processors or graphics processing units) running software tasks
and reconfigurable FPGA devices running hardware tasks. Today, the advance of
high-level synthesis (HLS) techniques blur the distinction between the two worlds
as it becomes possible to create implementations of a single design specification
for all types of devices mentioned before. Typically, the input specification is an
algorithmic programwritten in common programming languages such as C or derived
variants.
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The big advantage of modern computing systems is concurrency. In order to
gain efficiency the operating system can interrupt the execution of a task, save its
context to the memory, restore it on another processor and resume its execution. This
approach introduces flexibility to systems that can react to changing task priorities
and environment requirements at runtimewhile consuming fewer resources than they
virtually provide.

In order to implement such scheduling schemes not only on homogeneous
systems of one ormore equal processors but also in heterogeneous systems of different
processors and reconfigurable hardware devices, it is necessary to interrupt hardware
tasks during execution and save their context in an device-independent way while
minimizing the required resource overhead. In this work we do not focus on possible
implementations of such systems as SoC or HPC including their respective pros and
cons. The focus is rather on how to find an optimal set of states in the central control
flow of a hardware task that represent locations to interrupt the execution. We call
those states breakpoints (the terms preemption point or switch point are also used in
the literature).

When an interrupt occurs, the control flow progresses until it reaches a break-
point. Then it stores the position in the control flow (the state itself) and all variables
and structured memories that have been assigned a defined value (write access) and
might be needed in the future (read access). This is called the context of a breakpoint
andwill later beused to initialize a software or hardware instance of the same task that
is targeted on a different device. The set of live variables and structured memories are
that part of the context that differs in size from breakpoint to breakpoint. In addition
to minimizing the resource overhead of a set of breakpoints, we want to guarantee a
maximum latency of the interrupt request, i.e. the time between the interrupt and the
completion of storing the context does not exceed a certain number of cycles.

It is important to stress that interruption in the context of this work addresses
breakpoints in the control flow that are common in the software and hardware imple-
mentation of a task. The traditional way of interrupting/restoring task execution on a
processor at almost any position in the control flow is not applicable. Our definition of
maximum latency assumes a continuous task execution for the software world until a
breakpoint or the end is reached. In fact this assumption does hold for the addressed
heterogeneous systems. With the contrast of multiple orders of magnitude between
current reconfiguration latencies and the switching latency of a general purpose pro-
cessor running a thin operating system layer it remains a reasonable approximation.

2 Related work
Current research focuses not only on the problem of converting classic C-style
programs into corresponding hardware instances, but also develops new languages
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and methodologies to write specifications that target many devices ranging from
multi-core processors over GPUs to hardware [1, 2] as an enabling technology for a
single source design environment to heterogeneous systems.

Preempting hardware tasks has long been proposed in the context of FPGAs
or application specific programmable processors (ASPP). With FPGAs the read back
approach for saving and storing the context was deployed in different ways, for
example in [3, 4]. Thesemethods operate on bitstream level and involve no additional
hardware or design costs as the built-in hardware structure of the circuit is employed.
[5] adresses the drawback of using the entire bitstream by filtering the state infor-
mation from the stream. This requires very detailed information on the circuitry and
introduces large dependencies on the FPGA vendors. However, all bitstream based
methods do not allow context switching between software and hardware tasks.

There has been effort to introduce specific structures to hold state information on
higher levels. In [6] a register scan chain approach including a preemption controller
is proposed. It is shown that preemptive flip flops introduce low overhead in hardware
but a high latency while transferring context because of the chaining. The search
for an optimal set of states in which a scheduled control flow can be preempted
is considered in [7] on the example of ASPP. Valid states are greedily chosen and
refined in a second step tominimize a cost functiondescribing thehardware overhead.
Nevertheless, it remains unclear whether this approach can handle general control
flow including indefinite loops and branches.

The problem of interrupting hardware tasks at selected breakpoints, saving its
context and resuming its operation either as a software task or as a hardware task
at a different device has been studied in [8]. However, this approach requires the
developer to explicitly define all breakpoint locations and determine the variables
of the breakpoint’s context in the C code using specific annotations. Optimizing the
set of living variables by rescheduling HLS designs, has been addressed in [9]. They
minimize state retention registers that are related to power optimizations.

3 Control flow graph
A high-level description of the design is given as an algorithmic program. This
program is transformed into hardware by a HLS tool resulting in the generation of
a scheduled control flow graph (CFG) representing the finite state machine of the
hardware and a data flow graph (DFG) connecting operations and variables. With the
operations of the DFG being scheduled to control states and allocated to hardware
resources,we knowexactlywhich variable is read orwritten inwhich control state. For
the sake of simplicity structured data and buffered input/output ports are treated as a
single variable. Bymeans for any future read access the respectivememory resource is


